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Acknowledgement to Country
We respectfully acknowledge the traditional
owners of this land, the Wadjuk Noongar
people and their connection to the land, water
and Community. We pay our respects to all
members of Aboriginal Communities and their
cultures; and to Elders past and present.
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VISION
Strong Women,
Strong Families,
Stronger Communities.

MISSION
Working collaboratively to maximise
opportunities for people to engage with
integrated services that promote and
support health and wellbeing.

VALUES
Proactive

We engage with our community
and actively seek out opportunities
for improvements.

Respect

We show consideration for all individuals by
listening and seeking out different viewpoints
and differences of opinion.

Integrity

We show respect for our clients and partners
by being open, truthful and honest in all of our
business dealings.

Diversity

We promote the inclusion of people, ideas,
perspectives and cultures.

Equity

We are committed to the rights and human
dignity of all, and the value of all members of
the community.

Board Chair Message
South Coastal Health and Community Services
has provided quality services for 29 years in
the Rockingham area. We know women are
the pillars of our community, and by supporting
them and their families we create a stronger
community for all. This has been a resilient
year of service and a revised strategic plan
2020-2025 demonstrates our strength and
commitment to community.
Janet Cooper
Chair

During the reporting year, South Coastal Health and
Community Services (SCHCS) has continued to evolve and
progress in response to client need and expectation and has
secured extended funding for many of our programs. Our
own expectations to continually improve client outcomes
also drives us to seek new approaches to how we operate
and deliver our services. The service now operates from one
building bringing Babbingur Mia closer to the heart of the
organisation thus providing more cohesive services.
During this period, we also gained successful accreditation
against the National Standards for Mental Health Services and
the Alcohol and Other Drugs and Human Services Standards,
an achievement to be proud of.
Covid-19 restrictions continued to impact our services, but
all programs continued to receive excellent feedback from
our clients – many of their comments are contained in this
report. This financial year we were able to deliver 8820 client
contacts - what an amazing achievement!
I would like to thank Gill Walker, the newly formed leadership
team and all the staff as they have continued to deliver
and expand exceptional services throughout this time and
on behalf of the Board, I thank them all. I would also like to
acknowledge the hard work and dedication of the Board
and welcome new members; Josephine Hudson, Val Swift,
Aaron Panaia (co-opted) and Libby Soderholm, and to wish a
fond farewell and thanks to retiring Board members; Val Swift,
Aaron Panaia (co-opted) and Lisa Kelly-Byrne.
I am sure the next 12 months will hold many opportunities. We
will continue to focus on the community as we find ways to
overcome any challenges, seize opportunities and continue
to ensure the sustainability of South Coastal Health and
Community Services.

The Board

Janet Cooper
BOARD CHAIR
MHRM

Stephanie Underwood
DEPUTY CHAIR
BArts (Hons) BCom GAICD

Lin Edwards
TREASURER
(BAcc)

Kerry Fryers
SECRETARY
MBA Grad Dip Community services

Josephine Hudson
BOARD MEMBER
BA(SocSc) MHlth Couns. Cert.
Global Mental Health (Harvard)

Libby Soderholm
BOARD MEMBER

BPhty, PgDip Sports Phty, GAICD, APAM

RESIGNING BOARD MEMBERS

Lisa Kelly-Bryne
Valerie Swift
Aaron Panaia (Co-Opted)

Board Sub Committees

Finance
Responsibility to ensure financial
reporting accuracy and integrity
while identifying and monitoring
all areas of significant financial
risk and ensuring there are
adequate arrangements in
place to manage those risks.

Lin Edwards
Janet Cooper
Lisa Kelly-Byrne
Gill Walker (ex-officio)
Kathryn Buhlmann (ex-officio)

Governance, Quality and Risk
Responsibility to ensure that
robust and effective governance,
quality and risk frameworks
are in place and is subject to
appropriate scrutiny, evaluation
reporting and improvement

Kerry Fryers
Janet Cooper
Stephanie Underwood
Gill Walker (ex-officio)

Clinical Governance
Responsibility to ensure that a
robust and effective Clinical
Governance Framework is
embedded, which reflects all
clinical services, aspires to best
practice clinical outcomes,
demonstrates cultural security
and excellence in client
experience measures.

Josephine Hudson (Chair Person)
Megan Nielson (Co-Opted)
Helen Brown (Co-Opted)
Gill Walker (ex-officio)
Marina Burns (ex-officio)
Michelle Saleeba (ex-officio)
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CLIENTS

2020-2025

VISION
Strong Women,
Strong Families,
Stronger Communities.

MISSION
Working collaboratively to maximise
opportunities for people to engage with
integrated services that promote and
support health and wellbeing.

VALUES
Proactive

We engage with our community
and actively seek out opportunities
for improvements.

Respect

We show consideration for all
individuals by listening and seeking out
different viewpoints and differences of
opinion.

Integrity

We show respect for our clients and
partners by being open, truthful and
honest in all of our business dealings.

• Serving the community’s needs.
• Continuously improving service quality.
• Adhering to Service Standards and
compliance requirements.
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OUR PEOPLE
AND CULTURE

• Enhancing a professional, progressive,
unified team.
• Representing diverse communities through
the workforce; both staff and volunteers
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GROWTH

• Enriching and developing partnerships.
• Achieving financial growth to support
sustainability.
• Capitalise/leverage opportunities to
expand service delivery
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Business Model

Diversity

We promote the inclusion of people,
ideas, perspectives and cultures.

• Enhancing organisational governance

Equity

We are committed to the rights and
human dignity of all, and the value of
all members of the community.

• Data driven decision making

T

+61 8 9550 0900

E

referrals@southcoastal.org.au

A

4 Civic Boulevard, Rockingham
(50m from Rockingham Shopping Centre)

southcoastal.org.au

• Continuously improving business
efficiency and effectiveness.

CEO Message
I am pleased to present our 2020/2021 Annual
Report, in a year with its share of challenges!

Dr Gill Walker
CEO

It is with pride I reflect on the last twelve months,
knowing that we have accomplished a great
deal this year on behalf of our community.
This report presents a small snapshot of the
outstanding achievements and hard work of our
dedicated team of staff, Board and volunteers
who ensure that we provide high quality services
to the community in the South Coast corridor of
the Perth Metropolitan area.

Firstly, I must thank and acknowledge
the leadership team for their continued
commitment and support. There have
been some changes with Leanne Stewart
joining in a new role as Corporate Services
Manager and Michelle Saleeba taking the
Mental Health Manager role as Maureen
Robertson stepped down to concentrate
on direct client focused work. As always, a
big thanks to Marina Burns for her unfailing
dedication and support.

for some of the property and held a
successful ‘Coming Together’ event in
March 2021.

This period has not been without its
challenges as Covid-19 continued to
impact service provision both during and
following further lockdowns and restrictions.
Covid-19 did bring extra funding to support
our commuinity and we were able to
provide innovative services such as Art
therapy and a Fly In Fly Out (FIFO) group.
Covid-19 also led to a change in location
for Babbingur Mia as Chorus left the Civic
Boulevard premises and BBM moved in!

We have developed stronger partnerships
and innovative approaches and secured a
Memorandum of Understanding with SHQ
for a sexual health clinic which has been
going extremely well. We also co-hosted a
Family Domestic Violence Conference with
Lucy Saw Refuge and SCALES in June with
some very positive feedback received.

The move has been fantastic and although
we are still working to ensure cultural
appropriateness the team have brought
a new vibrancy to the building. We also
welcomed Neami National as sub leasors

One of the major achievements this year
has been successful accreditiation against
the Mental Health Standards and the AOD
& Human Services Standards. Thanks go
to all staff for working tirelessly towards
this goal and for recognising that the
hard work does not stop as we strive for
continuous improvement.

I look forward to building on the work
we have established during this reporting
year. As a team, we continue to show
dedication and untiring commitment
to the people in the community
whom we support. Huge thanks to our
valued stakeholders, partners, clients
and supporters.

Managers Messages
CLINICAL & SOUTH COASTAL
BABBINGUR MIA MANAGER
As Clinical Services Manger 2020-21 proved yet
another challenging year, where adapting service
delivery to support clients was key to meeting their
needs during Covid 19 lockdowns and restrictions.

Marina Burns

This would not have been
possible without the
dedication and commitment
of all the Babbingur Mia team
who delivered 2921 episodes
of care to 413 clients during
the 2020-21 period.
Babbingur Mia staff said
farewell to its old building in
December 2020 with the staff
moving to join the rest of the
team at the Civic Boulevard
building. They embraced the
challenge of transforming the
new space into a culturally
inclusive and welcoming
area for clients.

SCHCS demonstrated their
commitment to upskilling
and training of the Aboriginal
Workforce with three
Aboriginal Health Practitioners
upskilling in the areas of
Ear Health, Immunisations
and Sexual Health and
Helen Payne stepped into
the Enrolled Nurse position
to support the G.P in the
Women’s Health clinics.
Finally a special thanks goes
to Emily Garlett for her support
to myself and the team in
her role as Aboriginal
Program Coordinator.

MENTAL HEALTH MANAGER
Since commencing as Acting Manager of the
Mental Health Service in January 2021 we have
facilitated a key service restructure, with the merger
of the three program co-ordinator positions into a
newly created Lead Mental Health Clinician role.

Michelle
Saleeba

This role provides internal
supervision to the mental
health team while monitoring
and supporting the delivery
of client care. In the past six
months we have established
a responsive clinical triage
procedure that allows for
greater streamlining of referral
pathways. This new procedure
sees the team responding to
new referrals within 48 hours.
This has cleared a substantial
wait period between new
referrals being received by the
service and first contact.
Our service maintains
constructive, high quality
stakeholder relationships and
as such referrals remain high

across all our programs. Wait
times for counselling and
psychology appointments are
equivalent with similar service
providers in the area. Variation
to our Emotional Health and
Wellbeing program now allows
us to accept referrals for young
women from 14 years of age
which meets a growing demand
for adolescent services.
Staff are continuing to access
external supervision and
training and team meetings
and whilst there have been
a number of staff changes
the team is stabilising and
working in a supportive and
effective manner.

CORPORATE SERVICES MANAGER
Since commencement as the Corporate Services
Manager in March 2021, the Corporate Services
Team has undergone a restructure to streamline
processes, roles and responsibilities.

Leanne
Stewart

The main purpose was to
ensure that the team members
were cross trained in key
organisational functions to
ensure that continuity of
service is maintained during
staff leave and absences.
Other highlights of
achievement across the
Corporate Services Team
have been:
• Babbingur Mia team moved
from Council Ave to Civic
Boulevard Office, this
was a huge task and
a great success with
immediate cost savings in
administrative expenses.

• implementation and roll-out
of new computer hard drives
and screens
• roll out of Microsoft
Office 365
Corporate Services are an
experienced, dedicated
team focused on providing a
seamless administrative service
to SCHCS valued clients and
internal Teams.
Special thanks to my Team for
your support, commitment to
work together and positively
embracing change.

Alone we can
do so little;
TOGETHER
we can do
so much.
HELEN KELLER

1534 5429

South Coastal
saw 1534 individual,
unique clients who
were provided
a service in the
2020/2021 year.

Client contacts
were made by
our Psychologists,
counsellors and
Social Workers.

2921 3391
Episodes of care
were delivered at
our Babbingur
Mia Service in the
2020/2021 year.

Client contacts
were made by our
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health
Practitioners and
health workers in the
2020/2021 year.

Quotes from Clients
“ Feel more empowered to manage my health
and that SCHCs provides high quality services”

“ I WAS NOT IN VERY GOOD MENTAL HEALTH STATE WHEN
I ARRIVED, I WAS UNSURE IF I WOULD BE EXPERIENCING
BETTER MENTAL HEALTH STATUS THAN I'M CURRENTLY
WAS IN, OR WOULD HAVE BEEN ABLE TO COPE WITH
IT FOR A PROLONGED PERIOD OF TIME, IF NOT FOR
THESE SERVICES. (ECC, COS, COUNSELLING)”

Emotional Wellbeing and Health Group

“Gives me a deeper insight
into my emotions and
where they come from.
Provides different tools
to cope and move out
of ‘bad’ phase feels”
“ An awareness of what
is putting me in my
down feeling, and
tools and resources
that I implement”

“ The Group helped me to
understand what my
body was doing when
I get anxious, I liked
making a tool box of
strategies to use.”

Art Therapy Group 2020

Fly In, Fly Out (FIFO) Group

“ I enjoyed hearing what
other people had to say
about their art process
- it was useful to take
the time to think of how
I see myself and how
others see me - how
they can be different.”

“ The FIFO group is very
useful and helpful
and being able to
attend group alongside
counselling I find it
really complimentary.”

“ Creatively putting
my emotions on paper
helped me a lot. ”

Early Childhood Centre

“ it was amazing how drawing
made me view my past,
present and future and helped
me to realise thought’s I
wasn’t fully aware of.”

“ I FEEL WITHOUT THE ECC BEING
AVAILABLE I WOULDN’T BE
ABLE TO ATTEND COUNSELLING
AS I’VE NO ONE TO CARE
FOR MY DAUGHTER”

“ I would be unable to use
the south coastal services
if no one was available to
watch my child in the ECC”

Feedback from Circle of Security,
Circle of Support and Circle conversations

“ There is no way I could
support my husband
and family without this
program (CoS, Circles).
Without this support
I would be struggling
mentally and my family
may have broken up...”
“ Having access to the observation
room to practice separation
exercises and CoS principles,
where someone was with
me and I was supported
through this process was
invaluable to me.”

“ CIRCLES GROUP HAS HELPED
ME THROUGH INTERACTION
WITH OTHER MUMS AND
GIVING US A ROUTINE ”

“ Myself and my children
have something to look
forward to. I have
seen my children grow
in confidence. It is a
great opportunity to
get feedback and advice
and I hope Circle’s
group continues”

Feedback from Babbingur Mia Clients
Email received from
Soup Patrol Coordinator, WA:

“ I also wanted to tell you that
the boxes of BONDS that you very
kindly gave me were extremely
popular! I had clients in tears as
they were so incredibly grateful
and relieved to have new bras
and underwear. They specifically
asked me to pass on their sincere
thanks to you – that donation
made a significant difference in
their lives. Thank you so much”
“ I WAS LUCKY TO BE AT THE
NAIDOC EVENT AT CHILDREN’S
FOREST ON THURSDAY. THANK
YOU FOR WELCOMING US TO
SUCH A WELL ORGANISED,
HAPPY OCCASION.”

“ As a non-indigenous
woman, I was made to
feel extremely welcome
every time, couldn’t
fault the staff ”
“ Really grateful for all the help
and support that the staff
have provided her and her
family. Client stated that she
never liked going to Aboriginal
Organisations because of trust
and confidentiality issues and the
staff at BBM proved her wrong.”

Treasurer’s Report

Lin Edwards
Treasurer

This year saw improvements to financial and
business practices as Babbingur Mia’s relocation
to Civic Boulevard has assisted us in consolidating
all our services to one central location resulting
in efficiencies across a number of areas. At South
Coastal Health and Community Services we
continue to value the families and communities
we support in the South Coastal corridor of the
Perth Metropolitan area. The 2021 financial year
has not been without its challenges as we continue
to operate in a Covid-19 environment with an
unknown immediate future.

The principal activities of South Coastal
Health & Community Services during the
financial year were:
• Women’s Health Services;
• Women’s Specialist Doctor Services;
• Individual Psychological Services;
• Counselling, Therapy and Support Group
Services;
• Family & Domestic Violence Counselling
and Advocacy Services;
• Perinatal Mental Health Services;
• Counselling Services;
• Aboriginal Health Care Services including Maternal Health, Child Health,
Women and Men’s Yarning Groups and
Children’s Playgroup;
• Aboriginal Alcohol and Other Drug, and
Mental Health Services.
I am pleased to report a net surplus of
$39,943 and net assets of $423,692 for the
year. Once again, this is as a result
of good financial management and
close monitoring of expenses over the
financial year.

The Management Team, Finance SubCommittee and Board of South Coastal
Health and Community Services are
aware that the current pandemic and
other associated economic factors
may present potential difficulties and
challenges in the future as we continue
to review our revenue streams and
monitor operational costs.
The dedicated Management Team
and staff at South Coastal Health and
Community Services endeavor to continue
to provide high quality services and
support programs to the communities we
love to serve; on that note, I would like to
personally thank all of our valued staff for
their great effort and hard work.
To our communities: We are here to help
you and your family.

Operating Grants
and Other Income
Women’s Health
& Wellbeing
Aboriginal AOD
& Mental Health

20%
Perinatal
Mental
Health

Family and
Domestic
Violence

7%
16%

9%

8%
3%
37%

Other
Psychological
and Clinical
Health

Aboriginal Health

Funding Bodies
•

Department of Health
(Commonwealth)

•

Department of Social Services
(Commonwealth)

•

Department of Communities (Child
Protection and Family Support)

•

•

Department of Health (WA) (Women
and Newborn Health Service)

The Western Australian
Cervical Cancer Prevention
Program (WACCPP)

•

WA Primary Health Alliance (WAPHA)

•

Mental Health Commission

•

Lotterywest

•

City of Rockingham

Coming Together

A Thank You
to our Partners
Members

Funding Bodies

Volunteers

Volunteer Student Placements

Community Organisations
•

Cancer Council

•

Rockingham Respiratory Support

•

Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services (CAMHS)

•

Sexual Assault Resource Centre

•

SCALES

•

Share the Dignity

•

Silver Chain

•

South Metropolitan Population
Health Unit – Aboriginal Health
Chronic Conditions Services

•

Telethon Institute

•

Women’s Community Health Network

•

Woodbridge Women’s Health

•

360 Alive

•

KEYS

•

Open Arms

•

Communicare

•

Carers WA

•

Neami National

•

Country Women’s Association
(CWA Rockingham &
Belles Baldivis)

•

East Waikiki Parenting Centre

•

Foodbank

•

Headspace Rockingham

•

Holyoake

•

Lucy Saw Refuge

•

Mooditj Djena

•

Mooditj Koort

•

PaRK Mental Health Services

•

Palmerston Association

Sometimes, reaching
out and taking
someone’s hand
is the beginning
of a journey together

South Coastal Health and Community
4 Civic Boulevard, Rockingham,
Western Australia 6168
South Coastal Babbingur Mia
4 Civic Boulevard, Rockingham,
Western Australia 6168
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admin@southcoastal.org.au
@southcoastalhealth
@southcoastalhealth
@south_coastal

southcoastal.org.au

